Middle Way Philosophy

Incremental Objectivity
- Thomas Nagel: objectivity as personal and incremental
- David Hume: justification fits degree of evidence
- Hume's Fork: a priori claims not informative

Psychological integration model
- Karl Jung: Model of integrating psyche
- Meditation and other practices as integrating

Integrating facts and values: ethics to address conditions
- Aristotle: interacting intellectual and practical virtue
- Sangharakshita: Buddha's Ethics in a broad sense (wisdom, meditation, and ethics)
- Kant: objectivity found in process of judgement
- Utilitarianism: objectivity of addressing consequences
- Imre Lakatos: Successful investigation balances belief in theory

Integrating cognitive and emotive meaning
- George Lakoff: meaning from body and metaphor
- Iain McGilchrist: integrating left and right hemispheres

Metaphysical agnosticism
- Pyrrhonism: avoiding positive and negative metaphysics for praxis
- Nagarjuna: Doctrine of Emptiness
- Sangharakshita: dualism of group and individualistic thinking

Dialectical investigation
- Karl Popper: Epistemological dialectic and evolutionary parallel
- Meditation as dialectical process between belief and experience